CLAIMS TO PROVE GRANDFATHER OF HITLER WAS JEW

Paper Says It Has Found Grave in Bucharest.

(Copyright: 1933: By the New York Times.)

AMSTERDAM, Sept. 20.—The Freie Press Journal, German language paper published here, carries in today’s issue a documented claim that Chancellor Hitler of Germany himself is of Jewish descent. Photographs are published of a tombstone alleged to be that of Hitler’s grandfather, whose name is given as Adolph Abraham Hitler. The stone is engraved in Hebrew and Rumanian characters and says the alleged grandfather was buried in a Jewish cemetery in Bucharest in 1892. The photograph was sent by a Bucharest journalist.

This journalist says Adolph Abraham Hitler was a porter in the Hotel Boulevards in Bucharest. He was born in Poland, died of a heart attack in Bucharest and was buried by a Jewish charitable institution called Philanthropa in a Jewish cemetery, it is said. His grave is said to lie in the seventh row of the eighteenth group and bears the number nine. The inscription on the tombstone reads as follows: “Here rest the mortal remains of Adolph Abraham Hitler, Jewish, who died Oct. 26, 1892, at 60 years of age. Pray for him.”

The report says in conclusion: “Although Jews have little reason to be proud of the fact that Hitler, according to his racial conceptions, is properly a Jew, the newly created office of heredity in Berlin will undoubtedly be interested in the above.”